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Dormancy, VBNC, persisters: Stress responses
of subpopulations
Dormant cells:
Metabolic drastically reduced, no formation of colonies on agar, no cell
division over extended periods of time – any rest period or reversible
interrupton of the phenotypic development of an organism
This state is reversible and dormant cells can be resuscitated
Oliver (2005): VBNC and dormancy are different terms for the same
physiological state
VBNC cells:
Cells demonstrating metabolic activity but are incapable of undergoing
sustained cellular division required for growth in or on an artificial medium
normally supporting growth of these cells (Oliver, 1993)
The VBNC state is considered a quiescent form of life allowing the
organism to wait for suitable conditions to revive (Li et al., 2014)
Persister cells:
Persisters are a subpopulation of transiently antibiotic-tolerant bacterial
cells that are often slow-growing or growth-arrested, and are able to
resume growth after a lethal stress (Fisher et al., NRM 15, 2017) –
transition to VBNC state?  Dormancy continuum hypothesis
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Some characteristics of VBNC state
Phenomena

Example

Dworkin and Shah, Nat. Rev. Microbiol. 8, 890, 2011
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Induction of VBNC state: wide range of stress
 not to grow: indiscriminate stress response
Yersinia pestis
actively growing

In VBNC state:
Coccoid forms

Pawloswki et al., PLOS one 6, e17585 (2011)

Pavlowski et al.. PLoS one 6, e17585, 2011

Trevors, J. Microbiol. Meth. 86, 266-273, 2011
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In drinking wateer: Conditions triggering VBNC
state of L. pneumophila and P. aeruginosa
L. pneumophila

P. aeruginosa

Starvation in tap water for 30 to
Starvation in tap water (nutritional
125 days (nutritional stress) in
stress), VBNC cells only part of the
combination with temperature (loss populations) (Schaule et al., Szewzyk et al.,
of culturability: 37 °C > 4 °C) (Steinert unpublished)
et al., 1997; Hussong et al., 1987; Ohno et al., 2003;
Hwang et al., 2006)

Heat treatment (70 °C, 30 min)

Not studied

(Allegra et al., 2008 and 2011)

Chlorine (0.25 – 0.3 mg/L, 1 h)
(Gebel et al., unpublished)

Chlorine, chlorine dioxide (0.2
mg/L, 24 h) (Gebel et al., unpublished)

Chlorine (0.7 mg/L, 30 min; 1.2
mg/L, 10 min) (Gião et al., 2009)
Monochloramine (1 - 20 mg/L, 1 h;
Biofilms) (Alleron et al., 2008, 2013)

Not studied

Copper ions (Dwidjosiswojo et al., unpublished)

Copper ions (Dwidjosiswojo et al., 2011)

Multiple stresses (oxygen, pH, nutrient limitation, competition) inside
the microenvironment of biofilms
(general assumption: Li et al., 2014)
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Consequences of VBNC state
 Facultative and obligate pathogens can be present
even if they are not found with culture-dependent
methods
 Underestimation of pathogen presence
 Overestimation of disinfection and sterility measures
 VBNC cells not detected
 Elevated resistance of VBNC cells
 Risk for safety of water, food, beverages, medical
products, clinics…
 These cells have a potential to resuscitate
 The human body may provide conditions for
resuscitation
 Particularly concerned: risk groups such as
immunosuppressed population, diabetes, after
surgery, medical treatment, etc.
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Example: VBNC state of bacterial pathogens
in plumbing systems
 P. aeruginosa and L. pneumophila may occur in the VBNC state in tap
water of plumbing systems.
 Drinking water biofilms can present a reservoir for VBNC cells and a
contamination source of drinking water with VBNC cells.
 Conditions with potential to induce the VBNC state: presence of copper,
starvation during prolonged stagnation periods, sublethal concentrations of
disinfectants, heat (thermal disinfection), drinking water biofilms.
 In case of negative results on the basis of routine culture methods, the
presence of VBNC cells cannot be excluded  underestimation of the
concentration of bacterial pathogens.
 Recommendation for water contamination problems (recognition of
contamination level, localization of contamination source, control of
sanitation measures): in addition to routine culture methods, supplementary
use of culture-independent methods (e.g., PCR-based methods,
fluorescence in situ hybridization [FISH]).
 VBNC cells: a long-term reservoir for hygienically relevant organisms
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Life signs: Evaluating various cellular
processes in order to assess viability status

Hammes et al., Adv. Biochem. Engin/Biotechnol. 124, 123-150 (2011)
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Toolbox for detection of viability of cells
Method

What is detected?

Interpretation

DAPI, Syto 9, PCR

Nucleic acid

All cells, dead or alive

PI+Syto 9, PMA

Membrane integrity

Functional membrane

Rhodamin 123

Proton motive force

Energy conservation

Resazurin, CTC

Fluorescent resorufin,
fluorescent formazan

Metabolic activity

Oxonol (DiBAC4)

Membrane penetration

Membrane potential

Fluorescein
diacetate

Hydrolysis of FDA,
fluorescein formation

Intracellular metabolic activity

rtPCR

Reverse transcriptase

Gene expression

DVC-FISH

Cell elongation

Growth sign

FISH

ribosomal RNA

Protein production

ATP

ATP

Energetical state of cell

Ethidium bromide

Expelling of EB

Efflux pump activity

13C

Cell-bound isotope activity

Assimilation, metabolic activity

uptake
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Watch them dying: massive membrane damage

Direct visualization of P. aeruginosa killed by benzalkonium chloride
(live/dead staining)
Courtesy of Romain Briandet, habilitation thesis
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Multi-dimensional viability field - example: Viability
in presence of Cu2+ and Ag+ (planktonic vs. biofilm)
Viability parameters: cfu, presence of rRNA, membrane integrity, ATP

P. aeruginosa

Cu (copper sulfate): 5 mM

Ag (silver nitrate): 0,23 mM

Planktonic
cells

Biofilm cells

Dwidjosiswojo et al., Int. J. Hyg. Environ. Health 214, 485-492, 2011; Königs et al., Front. Microbiol. 6, 395, 2015

Axis: Log CCu/Ag/C0
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Key question for relevance of VBNC:
Resuscitation (and the burden of proof)
 Resuscitation: Return of VBNC cells into culturability
 Recovered pathogens can regain virulence
 Resuscitation is a complex process and may not be performed by only
direct removal of inducing factors
 Only VBNC cells which can be resuscitated are of hygienic/medical
relevance
 Resuscitation not demonstrated for all species in VBNC state
 The same resuscitation method can have different effects on different
bacteria and even on different strains of the same species
 Resuscitation can be triggered by a variety of factors, such as increase in
nutrient concentration, optimizing of temperature, presence of chemical
stimuli or chelators removing toxic metals, autoinducers, supernatants of
growing cells, co-cultivation with(in) host cells
 Resuscitation promoting factor (rpf), cytokine-like mechanism
 Resuscitation window: period of time in which VBNC cells can resuscitate
 Is „resuscitation“ caused by real recovery of VBNC cells or is it regrowth of
residual culturable cells that are not detected by plate counting method?
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Resuscitation –
some examples
 Different organisms
 Different triggers of
VBNC
 Different methods for
resuscitation
 What do the various
examples teach us?
 How far can they be
generally extrapolated?
 No „simple switch“ for
resuscitation
 Quorum sensing?
Kell et al. Ant. Leeuwenh. 73, 169-187, 1998 (!)
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Quorum Sensing

Quorum sensing allows bacteria to coordinate gene expression
according to the density of their local population
Oh no, not
that aeruginosa
guy again...
Je ne
comprends
rien

Okay, critical
number achieved
Can we start?
Wait for
me!

Drop
Yes we can!
your alginate
elsewhere!
Quoi...?
I’m dead!
You’re not
at all repreNo, you’re
sentative!
just VBNC,
God, I´m
stupid!
starving: I´ll
We are
go VBNC
VBNC! Why
should we
leave?

© H.-C. Flemming & Jan Frösler
2016

Should we
stay or should
we go?
I have a cool
virulence
factor just
waiting
Ha!
Resuscitation
comes my
way!

Are VBNC bacteria infectious?
Questions:
 Can VBNC cells attach to host cells?
 Do they express virulence factors in the VBNC state?
(e.g.: Edwarsiella tardis, Du et al., AEM 73, 1349-1354, 2007;
L. pneumophila, Alleron et al. Wat. Res. 47, 6606-6617, 2013)
 Does the host environment abolish the stress that caused
VBNC ?
 Examples for resuscitation by host:
 Phagocytosis by amoebae
 Ingestion by higher organism (nematode, humans?)
 Passage through warm-blooded animal (Colwell)
 Which is the immune response to the VBNC state?
 Different from that of cells in growing state?
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Can they come back to life? Resuscitation of
Copper-induced VBNC cells of P. aeruginosa
Addition of
DDTC

DDTC (Sodium
diethyldithiocarbamate)

After addition of chelator DDTC, copper-exposed VBNC cells completely return
to the culturable state within 14 days, with no change in total cell counts.
 Resuscitation from copper-induced VBNC state.
Dwidjosiswojo et al. (2011) Int. J. Hyg. Environ. Health 214, 485-492; Bedard et al. (2014) FEMS Microbiol. Let. 356, 226-234
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Are resuscitated cells infectious?
Test: survival of CHO cells

Viable CHO cells (%)

No effect on CHO cells

Dwidjosiswojo et al. (2011) Int. J. Hyg. Environ. Health 214, 485-492
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Recovery of Cu-stressed P. aeruginosa after
extended incubation times?
Surprise: VBNC at 36 °C,
growth of subpopulations at
lower temperatures!

Control

P. aeruginosa (KBE/ml)

1,0E+06

10 µM Cu, Nähragar (nicht-selektives
Medium)

1,0E+05
20° C

30° C

36° C

1,0E+04
1,0E+03
1,0E+02
1,0E+01
1,0E+00
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Inkubationsdauer (d)





No increase of cfu of copper-stressed cells on non-selective agar after
extended incubation (3 weeks) at 36 °C.
BUT: at lower incubation temperatures (20 °C und 30 °C), slightly higher
level of cfu on non-selective medium observed (still 3-4 log steps below
total cell numbers)
Wingender, Dwidoswidojo unpublished
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How dead are cultivation methods?
 Current methods of cultivation do not mirror the content of viable
organisms
 No „standard method“ for hygienic assessment in sight but a
number of methods on lab scale level
 Therefore: Cultivation cannot be replaced but has to be
considered with great care
 But: cultivation is test to distinguish VBNC cells
 Employment of advanced methods suitable for cases of long-term
contamination
 Crucial questions: Conventions, public
health consequences – overdetection,
overreaction?
 Biggest problem: interpretation of
data gained by new methods
Is the danger to be hit by a falling star
higher with stronger telescopes?
(Thomas Kistemann, Univ. Bonn)
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Can new legal limit values be defined?
 To date there has been little interest of authorities in setting new
threshold values
 Difficulty of introducing new methods (training, staff expertise
required, cost of new molecular methods)
 Commercial molecular methods are becoming more widespread
but do not address viability – mostly presence/absence
 Supply proof that new methods can detect living organisms (even
VBNC) capable of causing infection – therefore presenting a risk to
public health (either immunocompromised or general population)
 Accommodate the public that generally higher levels of detection
are still OK (and safe for public health) e.g., tap water contains
maybe 104 – 105 cells per ml rather than 1 – 100 cfu per ml.
 A long way to new threshold values – and no clear concept
yet!
Martin Exner, 2009
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Conclusions from HDID I
 Verification of cell death depends only on method
 Current gold standard is Cultivation: not cultivable=dead
 Applies only for cells in growth metabolism
 Many cells are in maintenance metabolism
 Examples for life signs which can be detected (tool box),
 These cells may resuscitate and pathogens can regain
infectivity
 This is the case for adoption of advanced methods in
health surveillance
 Research demand in validation and relevance of data in
order to avoid data inflation
 Further questions (2009):
 Which organisms are infectious in the VBNC state?
 Expression of virulence factors in VBNC state?
 Which conditions support resuscitation?
 Does quorum sensing blocking work in VBNC?
 What happens in the infection process of VBNC cells?
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More questions still emerged:
 How do we safely detect VBNC cells?
 Can disinfection measures make the cells entering the VBNC state?
 What is the effect of
 Longer incubation times?
 Other incubation temperatures?
 Other nutrients (composition, concentration)
 Passage through amoebae?
 Do various strains of a given species respond equally on stress which
causes one of them entering the VBNC state?
 Are biofilms hotbeds for VBNC?
 Resuscitation:
 How can we safely distinguish VBNC resuscitation from regrowth?
 Under which conditions does resuscitation occur?
 What is the resuscitation window (ranging from 4 [Salmonella
enteridis] days to 11 years [Citrobacter freundii]): dependence on
strain, age, conditions of entry into VBNC
 Are VBNC cells a long-term reservoir for pathogens?
 How can permanent inactivation be achieved?
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Challenges to meet in practice
Example: drinking water
 What is their rea practical relevance in terms of health risk?
 Under which conditions do we have to expect relevant numbers of
hygienically relevant VBNC cells?
 How do we detect them in practice?
 How can we prevent them?
 Under which conditions are they resuscitated?
 What can we do about VBNC cells – how can we keep them VBNC?
Until now, practitioners look very soberly at our research…
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